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1. Introduction
My name is Nayla Maaruf, I am a 24 years old Belgian and came to the UK for my
further education in book conservation. I started at West Dean College of Arts and
Conservation in 2018 where I completed an MA degree in the Conservation of Books
and Library Materials. It was at West Dean that Zibby Garnett reached out to its
students to participate in the program.
Prior to moving to the UK, I studied at the University of Antwerp where I gained my
BA degree in conservation with a focus on paper-based materials including
photographs. During my studies in Antwerp I participated in evening courses in
bookbinding to better my understanding of the subject. I completed my degree in
Switzerland as part of the Erasmus exchange program.
I am particularly interested in Middle Eastern and Far Eastern collections which is
what lead me to pursue the opportunity to join this unique course at Montefiascone. I
am hoping to further my professional development toward the recovery of books and
cultural heritage from war-torn areas to prevent their destruction and enable their
return. To achieve this I need to better my understanding of non-European bindings.
Taking this course was the first step to achieving this goal. I am hoping to be able to
participate in similar courses in the future. Now that I have completed my degree I am
stepping out of academia and starting as an emerging professional.
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2. Study Trip
This one-week course involved around the recreation of an 18th-century Sikh binding.
I left England on the 16th of August and returned the 25th.
Itinerary:
16th: Arrived in Rome at 7 p.m., retrieved a rental car and drove to my B&B in
Zepponami.
17th: Relaxing day, worked on my dissertation, prepared for the course by reading the
suggested literature, and enjoyed the Italian weather.
18th: Trip to Latina.
19th – 23th: Course from 9a.m-5p.m.
24th: Trip to Orvieto and Bagnoregio;
25th: Return to England.
The goal of this trip was to learn more about Sikh bookbinding and culture, have the
opportunity to pick my lecturer's brain on non-European bindings and to meet and
learn from the other participants on the course. My focus was on the course and being
able to do trips around the region was a perk but not the main focus. I spent most of
my evenings talking to the other conservators on the course and learning as much as I
could.

3. Costs
I was graciously awarded £1 250 by the Zibby Garnett travel fellowship. The total cost
of the trip was £1 637.15 which included the cost of the course, the airplane, B&B,
rental car and day-to-day expenses. Because I was still a full-time student at the time
and was not able to maintain a part-time job while living at West Dean I gathered the
remaining funds by clearing out my closet and selling excess possessions like clothes
and books which collected enough to cover the remaining costs of the trip.
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4. Five days at Montefiascone
Montefiascone is a small mediaeval village in Viterbo, Italy about 1h40min. drive from
Rome. It is a little village on the top of a hill next to lake Bolsena.

Figure 1: Map of Italy, the red circled area is where Montefiascone is located. ©Nations Online Project
https://www.nationsonline.org/
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The Seminario Barbarigo is home to the Montefiascone conservation project. Four
weeks each summer four different courses are taught on bookbinding history. Each
summer the courses are different dependant on the available lecturers.
This course focused on making a replica of an 18th-century Sikh binding. The
knowledge on these types of bindings is limited and the course was made possible by
the unique knowledge of our tutor, Jasdip Singh Dhillon, who personally has been
studying these types of bindings through the organisation Pothi Seva which is
dedicated to the preservation of Sikh manuscripts.
The Sikh culture started developing in the 15th century in the Punjab region. The codex
forms an important part of the religious culture of the Sikh. The development of the
Sikh binding culture was influenced by European bookbinding, Islamic bookbinding,
the Birch Bark binding tradition, and the Indic Palm Leaf tradition. The European
binding tradition was introduced to the developing Sikh culture at the time European
culture was introduced in India via traders and missionaries. There is little written
about the Sikh binding tradition to date which makes the course offered this summer
at Montefiascone unique.

Figure 2: View from the top of Montefiascone.
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Figure 3: Sunset over Lake Bolsena.

I arrived in Italy on Friday the 16th in the evening. I was fortunate enough to be able
to rent a car which gave me extra freedom. After living at West Dean College for ten
months it gave a liberating feeling being able to drive around at will.
I stayed in a B&B outside of Montefiascone in a little village called Zepponami. The
village is down the hill and only a five-minute drive to the seminar.
The first day in Italy, Saturday, I rested, worked on my dissertation and enjoy the
Italian climate. On Sunday I drove to Latina, a little town by the sea in south of Rome.
I met up with an Italian friend who lives in Naples. We explored the town and went to
the beach. The road to Latina was beautiful, there were many beautiful towns build top
of hills like Cori and Norma. A sight I am not used to.
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Figure 4: Medieval Village Norma.

On Monday the course started. The first day we got an
introduction to the history of Sikh culture and the
development of the codex in the Punjab region. The
course was well organised, when we arrived in the
classroom everything was set up for us at our desks so
we could start work. After learning the background of
the binding we were replicating, we started making our
text-block. The Sikh binding we were replicating was
sewn by means of a link-stitch using two sewing
stations. Link-stitch sewing is the most common way
of sewing a text-block in the Islamic tradition. A

Figure 5: Introduction to Sikh bindings
and culture presented by Jasdip Singh
Dhillon.

peculiar trait of the Sikh bindings studied by Jasdip
Singh Dhillon was the tacketing of the gatherings. Each gathering was tacketed
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individually. The gatherings were presumably first written on by the scribes, to prevent
the pages from separating they were first tacketed, after all the scribes had written their
parts, then the gatherings would be sewn together.
After the text-block was fully sewn together, spine stiffeners needed to be adhered to
the sewing-stations covering the link-stitch. Two small
pieces of pasteboard cut about 15mm wide and as long
as the text-block is thick, were adhered flat to each
link-stitch. After that, the spine was lined with a piece
of cotton, taking great care to properly cover the spine
stiffeners.

Figure 8: Tacketed gatherings.

Figure 6: Cotton spine lining.

Figure 7: Spine stiffeners.

This concluded the first day of the course. After the class, we went out for drinks and
dinner as a group. Many of the participants were returning students who visit the
course yearly. They were the perfect guides in finding the right place to eat. Italian
eating is not quite something I can do every day. Multiple courses, a pre-pasta course,
a pasta course, an after-pasta course, all combined with lots of talking and laughing. I
got to know my fellow students a little better and it was a great end to the first day of
the course.
The second day was dedicated to sewing the end-bands. It does not normally take a
full days’ worth of work to sew an end-band but this one did. The original binding that
we were replicating had an Islamic-type end-band, made with pink and metal-silver
thread, sewn around a thick core. It took quite some time sewing from one end to the
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other and layering up the sewing. This needed to be done for the head and the tail of
the book.

Figure 9: End-band sewing.
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Figure 10: End-band sewing.

During our second day, we were given the opportunity to have a tour around the
Montefiascone archives. The Montefiascone conservation project was founded by
Cheryl Porter in the ’90. The purpose of the project was to conserve the neglected
library and archive at the Seminario Barbarigo. Each summer to project returns to
further work on the conservation of the archives and host the courses on bookbinding
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history. I got to take some time off of my end-band sewing and look at the amazing
volumes in the collection.

Figure 11: Books at the Montefiascone archive.

The third day of the course was the most challenging. We spent the day leather pairing,
a task I am not yet well trained in. The book was going to be covered with leather, like
the original. Before leather can be applied to a book cover it needs to be paired down.
This means the excess skin layers are removed and the edges are bevelled so they blend
in better. Because I flew into Italy without checked-in luggage I was unable to bring
my own leather pairing knives to the course. This meant I was very dependent on the
only other left-handed person on the course to share her tools.
The amazing part of this long and challenging day was that we got to compare tools.
Each conservator has different tools unique to the person. Our tutors used half-moon
leather knives to pair and did it while the leather was wet. English traditional pairing
knives have a slanted edge and are used dry. It was a great experience trying the
different methods, and I must say I am acquiring some new tools! I could not believe
how well the half-moon knifes worked and that I have been slaving away when pairing
when there was an easier way of doing so. After pairing the leather it was used to cover
the book-boards which were made out of pasteboard.
That evening we went down to the lake for a swim and ice-cream afterward to relax
after a long and stressful session.
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Figure 12: Leather pairing

Figure 13: Different leather pairing knives, half-moon, quarter-moon, and small English pairing knife.
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On Thursday, our fourth day, we first decorated the boards with the same pattern as
the original binding. After that, the boards were adhered to the text-block. It was a
relaxing day, decorating and adhering the boards to the text-block. It gave us time to
talk more to each other and with the tutor about his experiences with Sikh bindings.
In the evening we all went for pizza as a group, this was another chance to talk at
length with the other students about their experiences with bookbinding and book
conservation.

Figure 14: Decorating the covers.
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Figure 15: Adhering the book-boards to the text-block.

The last day of the course was dedicated to doing the final touch-ups to the book and
making a Chola Sahib. This is a cover for the book made out of fabric. Most of the day
went to sewing the cover so it would perfectly fit the book. This cover is made so no
part of the book is exposed to the outside world. Only when it is opened as part of the
religious rituals, then the book gets to see some light. The cover is never fully removed,
it is sewn shut around the boards, this is peculiar as much time is put in decorating the
boards. These decorations are in theory never seen by anyone after the Chola Sahic is
put on the book.

Figure 16: Finished model with cover not yet wrapped around.
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Figure 17: Finished 18th century Sikh manuscript model.

Figure 18: Finished model with cover.
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Saturday the 24th was my last full day in Italy and because I had access to a car I could
use that time to travel. I was lucky that there were a few other students who stayed
longer so we had the chance to travel together.
We first went to visit Orvieto which is known for its beautiful cathedral. Orvieto is
another Italian town build on a hill filled with architectural marvels and history. The
designs on the cathedral and other buildings around remind of the Islam tradition of
geometric patterns. It shows the intercultural influence of the time and how well
connected Italy was through trade. Bagnoregio, the Dying City, was the second town
we visited. It is smaller than Orvieto but similar, it is also a town build on a hill.
Bagnoregio is unique because of its small scale but also because it is disappearing. The
earth around the city is slowly falling away, this is why the city is called the dying city.

Figure 19: Orvieto.
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Figure 20: Cathedral of Orvieto.

Figure 21: Small street in Orvieto.
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Figure 22: Bagnoregio.
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5. Conclusion
I am deeply grateful that I was able to participate in this course because it gave me the
opportunity to learn something unique and network with other conservators who are
interested in the same topics.
I learned a great deal about Sikh culture and the influences of differed binding
traditions on one another. Jasdip Singh Dhillon was an exceptional teacher who was
kind enough to share his unique knowledge and experience with us. It was such a
valuable course not only because it was so unique but also because it helped us to
better understand the culture around the Sikh codex. The religious codex is sacred in
Sikh culture which means it is treated in a specific way. If I didn’t attend this course I
would not have known how to handle these types of bindings, not only materialistically
but also spiritually. It is important to respect a culture and its handling of its objects.
My fellow students in this course have been kind and welcoming which has made this
course even more worthwhile. The opportunity to talk to my tutor and the other
professional conservators in the room was incredibly valuable. I had the opportunity
to discuss my dissertation and professional development routes with a group of people
that have such a pool of knowledge between them. If I could in the future attend
another course at Montefiascone I undoubtedly would.
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